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PRESENTING CONSISTENTLY EFFECTIVE 
BRIEFS:  HOW TO SEE IT,  WHAT TO SAY 
ABOUT IT,  &  HOW TO SAY IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, everyone! Thank you for joining me. I’m very happy and honored to present today’s Lunch and Learn session to you today. I’m an assistant research professor with CINO’s Cyber Intelligence and Analytics Operations Department in the Cyber Innovation Division. Today, I’m going to talk to you about the strategies you already use to successfully communicate in your day-to-day experiences. I’m going to begin by examining those strategies and the reasons why you use them. And then I’m going to talk about your options for more consistently and effectively applying those strategies to a specific communication challenge; that is, your development and delivery of briefing presentations.  To this presentation that is about communicating across disciplinary and institutional cultures, I bring a very interdisciplinary background. My doctoral research crosses the disciplines of culture studies, applied linguistics, narrative, and education. My professional experiences have provided a range of immersive cross-cultural opportunities. I’ve taught at universities in the US, Turkey, and Taiwan. Since 2015, through my fellowship work at the Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island, and my documentation and language analysis projects at ARL, I’ve collaborated with interdisciplinary military and STEM teams whose expertise is very different from mine. For the past 6 years, I have not worked with anyone whose expertise is similar to mine. In short, research and collaboration experiences have been all about advancing my ability to develop insights about effective strategies for communicating with diverse audiences. I’m looking forward to sharing those insights with you today.   Before I move on to the next slide, I want to pause for a moment, and draw your attention to the two images on this slide. Both are pictures of Great Falls Park in Northern Virginia. The picture on the left is the park on a recent sunny day. The picture on the right is the park on a recent stormy day. I’m going to circle back around to these images at the end of this presentation. These pictures convey important meanings and perspectives that we’re going to cover through today’s presentation content. For now, I hope you enjoy looking at this park, which is beautiful no matter what the weather is like.
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Why Is It a Challenge?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s consider the central question that brings us together today: Why are briefing presentations a challenge? Every day as you move through the ever-evolving experiences of feelings and relationships and events that shape your world, you successfully communicate with different individuals and groups of people. None of these people have the exact same combination of perspectives, expectations, and communication styles and capabilities that you have. Sometimes you are communicating with people whose perspectives and ideas are different from yours by a little, and sometimes they’re different from yours by a lot. Sometimes you’re aware of the differences, and sometimes you’re not. Despite all of these differences, and levels of awareness about differences, you communicate so successfully that you often don’t even need to think about how you’re going to talk to your child, your partner, your extended family, your neighbors, your friends, your students, the professionals who provide services throughout your community, your ARL colleagues, etc. and so forth. While we typically need to think deeply about developing and delivering briefing presentations, when we share and exchange information in our day-to-day communications, often we automatically adjust what we say and how we say it. This ease driving our day-to-day communications is influenced by our abilities in the area of how to see it. Our un-ease driving our briefing presentation communications is influenced by the challenges we experience in the area of how to see it.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason why briefing presentations are a challenge for many, if not most, of us is not because they are different from your typical communications. They are different, but all of your communications are different. No one is communicating the exact same things to the exact same people within the context of the exact same experiences day in and day out. The days change, the time of day changes, world events change, you change, and the people around you change. The answer is that briefing presentations are different enough from your typical communications that they expose bigger gaps between you and your audience. Your comfortable and reliable how-to-see-it strategies often aren’t enough to bridge those gaps. There are three important reasons why this happens. First, you bring a specific set of institutional, disciplinary, and personal perspectives, values, and concerns to the presentation. Because you are an ARL employee, these tend to be driven by high stakes like national security objectives, institutional and individual reputations, and funding requirements.  Your audience brings their own set of perspectives, values, and anxieties to the presentation, which is likely to be different from yours, although driven by similar high stakes. Second, you’re often sharing information that you’ve been immersed in. You haven’t just been talking and thinking about the research and development that influences your presentation, you’ve been experiencing life through and around that research and development.  your audience likely doesn’t have the same immersive experience with the research and development under discussion.Third, ARL professionals bring specific kinds of disciplinary expertise to a project. Your audience may bring different kinds and levels of expertise to the project. Your audience may therefore have an understanding of your project; however, they don’t have the same understanding of the project that you have.  The bottom line is, briefing presentations have built-in gaps separating you and your audience. The usual communication strategies that you use to bridge communication gaps aren’t always bridged over when it comes to briefing presentations where the gaps are propped open by visceral issues such as, again: -national security objectives, -institutional and personal reputation, and -funding constraints. The onus is on you, the briefer, to reach across the gap with communications that align with your audience’s perspectives and values, and eases their anxieties. They want you to communicate with them in ways showing you understand them and their research and development needs. You do that through how you brief them.
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Challenge
Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s consider the following basic example.  Example. Spock has left his position with the Starship USS Enterprise to train for a new career in software engineering. Having completed his training, he has just joined a large ARL team that’s in the middle of working on a 2-year project. The team is developing a complex technology for a government agency sponsor. The team has been briefing the sponsor via quarterly zoom meetings. The next zoom update is Spock’s first opportunity to participate in these meetings. Several team members will be briefing the sponsor on different aspects of the complex project. Spock has been tasked with briefing the sponsor on his portion of the project. The identified goal for Spock’s part of the briefing, then, is to demonstrate to his sponsor that he has accomplished on schedule the project’s high-level objectives relating to his part of the project. Spock is aware that he needs to develop a short, focused, and accessible presentation for his audience. He is also aware that his audience members have a liberal arts background and their expertise is therefore significantly different from his. There are disciplinary and experience gaps between what he knows and what they know. Additionally, and not incidentally, Spock is aware that he is feeling an un-Vulcan-like level of anxiety about his presentation. As a new team member, he wants to communicate how hard he’s been working and how much he’s accomplished. He wants to prove to the sponsor and his team members that he’s a valuable part of the team. To that end, instead of showing the sponsor 2-3 slides focusing on his high-level accomplishments, he presents them with 10-11 slides, filled with beautiful lists and graphs delineating several dozen accomplishments, large and small.  Although he’s presenting the sponsor with good information, it’s too much information and most of it is not the right kind of information. The sponsor is only interested in the high-level accomplishments, and they also don’t understand the granular details. Spock’s presentation may end up raising new questions in their minds. For example, they may ask themselves: why is the briefing team drawing our attention to these specific points? Is there something lurking in this avalanche of information that we should be concerned about? Further, because the sponsors lack the technical expertise to understand the details that Spock is presenting to them, they are now experiencing unnecessary feelings of discomfort as they may be unable to discern the answer to their questions in his slides. Lastly, and not least importantly, Spock’s team members are going to react to the amount of time he has taken from their presentations to present his part of the project. Ultimately, the presentation that was intended to ease Spock’s anxiety has increased it. While this example leverages an extreme mis-match to make a point, many presentations that aren’t as extremely mis-matched also miss the mark, and for the same reasons:  First, the presentation doesn’t connect to how the audience knows, understands, and cares about the information. Second: the audience might be able to get past small disconnects in a friendly, informal exchange, but briefings are different in that they’re often not casual. In higher-stakes communications such as briefing presentations, some or a lot of the audience’s brain power is redirected from the substance of the presentation to managing emotions, such anxiety and concern, about the project’s high stakes. In other words, the audience doesn’t necessarily have the bandwidth to look past or work through disconnects. And, for the same reasons, neither do you, as the briefer.  I just described an example of a presentation that didn’t work because of a big issue. While the big issues can be the reason why a presentation doesn’t work, more frequently than not, it’s the lots of little disconnects that sink a presentation, not the big issues.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we move on, though, let’s pause to look at where we’re going with this presentation, and how we’re going to get there. I started out by locating the briefing challenge in how to see the briefing and I covered some preliminary analysis of this challenge. The next section, the How to See It section, takes a deeper dive into this most important part of developing an effective briefing. The final sections leverage the information and guidance in this foundational How to See It section. We’ll move through examples and guidance in the what to say and how to say it sections, and conclude with a section that synthesizes the presentation’s discussion and guidance.  I’m going to begin the How to See It section with an example about a little disconnect. First, I want to alert you to a slight mismatch between the example and this presentation. My first example was a fictional ARL briefing presentation. This next one is also a presentation example, but this real-life presentation example is a little different because it occurred in a Penn State undergraduate classroom and it focuses on a historical example. In other words, it’s a presentation example, but the context and content are slightly different. Despite the slight differences, it contains an interesting “little disconnect” that I’m going to leverage as the foundation for a significant portion of today’s presentation.  What’s interesting about this example is the trivial disconnect that it focuses on doesn’t appear to have any real significance or impact on its audience. However, I’m going to demonstrate that it has both significance and impact, which is why briefers need to watch out for little, seemingly trivial disconnects like this one just as much as we need to be alert to the big disconnects. 
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“When I am no 
longer even a 
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name, I hope 
my voice may 
perpetuate the 
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bless my dear 
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of Balaclava 
and bring them 
safe to shore. 
Florence 
Nightingale.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Here’s the example: Seven years ago when I was teaching multiple in-person sections of Penn State’s rhetoric and composition course, I introduced my students to an important 19th century speech.  To contextualize the speech so that the students could catch a glimpse of what 19th-century America felt and sounded and looked like at the time the text was produced and delivered, I designed a multisensory presentation.  I’m going to start this example by playing an approximately 30-second audio recording that it focuses on. Then I’m going to describe what happened to make this audio recording the kind of trivial mismatch that can contribute to the sinking of a presentation. The words to the audio recording are on the slide. Recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3B4gRQNU4  As part of the multimodal experience that used sounds and images from the 19th century, this audio recording is one of the oldest recordings that I could find online. It was recorded by Florence Nightingale, who, as you may know, was a 19th century leader in British health care. The first semester that I delivered the multisensory context presentation, before playing the recording, I provided the following verbal description about Nightingale, and I displayed this picture of her.  During the Crimean War in the 1850s, I explained to my students, Florence Nightingale’s leadership in the areas of sanitation and patient care reduced the horrendous death rate of hospitalized soldiers by two thirds. Ultimately, Nightingale’s work led to permanent reforms of military hospitals. Decades later, in 1890, she made one of the first audio recordings. This recording was an appeal made on behalf of the veterans of the Crimean War event that was memorialized in the famous poem, “The Charge of the Light Brigade,” written by Alfred Lord Tennyson. By 1890, many of the heroic survivors of the event were living in dire circumstances, and Nightingale had been invited to lend her celebrity and her voice to record an appeal to the public for donations.  This was essentially the briefing about the recording that I provided to my students before playing the recording. Put another way, I did not prepare my students for the audio recording the way I prepared you for this example. Now, let’s talk about the audience. The students in my classes were typical Penn State students: pleasant, thoughtful, intelligent, and generally effective communicators. In each of the classes during the first semester that I taught the multisensory lesson, a small number of students laughed throughout Nightingale’s recording. They tried not to, but, as you just heard, the audio that the old technology generated sounds unusual to 21st century ears, and so they laughed, and then I saw they were embarrassed that they laughed. As they noticed that many of their classmates didn’t laugh, they became visibly uncomfortable. I was surprised by students’ laughter and discomfort. I reacted to help them manage their discomfort after the fact. I sympathetically acknowledged that 19th century recordings certainly sound different from today’s recordings, and then I matter-of-factly moved on with the lesson. After the lesson, I spent a little time thinking about the reactions of the small group of students in each class section who laughed. The next semester I taught the multisensory lesson again. This time, I changed just one element of the Nightingale portion of the presentation. Instead of showing the picture on the left of this slide, I showed the picture on the right. This time, while playing the recording, I deliberately worked busily at my podium, arranging papers and doing anything but looking up and making eye contact with the students. In other words, I gave them space to laugh if they felt the inclination to laugh. It’s important to note that I suspected they would not laugh, and I was right. This time, unlike the previous semester, not a single student in multiple sections of the class laughed out loud. If there were quiet smiles, I wasn’t looking up to see them. This semester, all of the students were different people, but they were similar to the students from the previous semester in that they were also pleasant, thoughtful, intelligent, and generally effective communicators.  There are many factors that could have and may have influenced the different reactions. What I suspect is that the replacement of the first image with the second image had a lot to do with the different semester-over-semester reactions.  Here is a key point: presentations are made up of many different details, and these details – individually and / or  in combination with each other – can influence your audience to react in ways that may either enhance or undermine your connection with them. It’s not just what they understand about your presentation’s content, it’s how they feel about your presentation’s content, and that can include how they feel about how they react to your presentation’s content. If they don’t like how they feel, that’s going to affect their reaction to the presentation. For instance, if we consider just a few points about the two pictures in this presentation, we can see why some of the members of the audiences across multiple class sections felt differently and reacted differently to this one element of the presentation: Let’s look at the left-hand image. Here, the elderly Nightingale is not making eye contact with you and me as we look at her picture. That lack of eye contact prevents us from feeling as connected to her as we might otherwise. She is also seated at an angle and at a greater distance from the camera than the younger Nightingale. These differences in eye contact and positioning and distance from the camera can influence the audience to feel less of a connection to her.  In the right image, young Nightingale is about the same age as the Penn State students I described to you. That makes her seem more relateable to them. She’s also making direct eye contact with us. When we look at her, we feel a connection to her through that eye contact. Because she is centered in the photo and positioned close to the camera, she conveys a sense of life and vitality that is missing from the photo of the older Nightingale. All of these picture elements enhance the sense of connection and relateability to the younger Nightingale. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The take-away from the Nightingale example is what it tells us about developing presentations that take into account audience perspectives. To a certain extent the audience knows their own perspectives, but to a certain extent, they don’t.  Not everything that we know about ourselves rises to the level of conscious knowledge. My rhetoric and composition students, for instance, were likely not aware that they were influenced by the visual when they reacted to the audio recording.  This isn’t new information to you. We are all aware that sometimes we know what influences us, and sometimes we don’t. This awareness is information that informs communication decisions that we make all the time without even really thinking about it.  The upshot? We strengthen our presentation’s effectiveness when we change our decision-making about communication strategies from automatic to conscious. That is, when we think about those communication decisions.  3 common presentation errors contributed to my flawed presentation:First, my focus was on the text’s fit. I didn’t look past the audio recording’s good lesson fit to how my audience would experience it. If I had, I would have either prepared students ahead of time, much as I prepared you for this presentation example, or else adjusted the presentation to forestall reactions that would distract them from important meanings I wanted them to focus on. Second, I was so immersed in my research and distracted by all the information that I had studied, that I didn’t surface long enough to consider how students’ lack of immersion would influence their reactions. Third, I had developed a kind of expertise about Nightingale through that immersive study, which made it harder for me to anticipate students’ reactions that were different from mine. Like many presentations, the effectiveness of mine was influenced by what is often called the “curse of knowledge.” 
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How to See It: Curse of Knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ARL is populated by professionals who have very deep and extensive expertise in various practices and fields. We don’t start out as experts, though, we start out as novices, and then we develop our expertise through learning and experience. So why is it so hard to recall the perspectives of the novices that we once were? Why is it so hard to present our expertise as effectively as possible to audiences who don’t share our expertise? The answer is that is very difficult for an expert to recall from memory how a novice sees or experiences something. Let’s listen to how this works. I’m going to share an example. I’m going to tap out the rhythm of a very popular song. I invite you to listen to the taps. As soon as you recognize the song, feel free to post the name in the chat function.  1. [tap song] 2. Happy Birthday Song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCJSNMqub8gIf you were able to guess the song: great! If not, you have a lot of company.This example replicates a 1990 experiment conducted by Stanford University graduate student Elizabeth Newton. Over the course of her experiment, 120 songs were tapped out by volunteer tappers. Listeners correctly guessed only 3, or 2.5% of the songs. Before the experiment, the volunteer tappers predicted that 50% of listeners would correctly guess the songs. Clearly, there was a big mismatch between what they thought would happen and what actually happened. Here's what’s going on. As the person who is tapping the song, I hear the song while I’m tapping it. All my audience hears is the taps which sound like a kind of Morse code. “The problem is that once we know something, we find it hard to imagine not knowing it. Our knowledge has ‘cursed’ us. We have difficulty sharing it with others, because we can’t readily re-create their state of mind.” (Heath and Heath, Curse of Knowledge HBR 2006).  To put it another way: the reason for the struggle to shift perspectives from expert to novice has to do with what happens in our brains. For novices and experts who are solving the same problem in the same discipline, different links are formed in the brain, and different activation patterns occur. These differences are not trivial. In other words, once we develop expertise, our brains work in a new way. That’s why it’s so tough for experts to shift to the perspective of a novice. 
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HOW TO SEE IT: TAKE-AWAYS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are your take-aways from this section? Briefing challenges include big and small mismatches. Often, these challenges occur because we rely on the kind of automatic decision-making that works well for many of our day-to-day communications. We can control for, and resolve, briefing challenges by switching our decision-making from automatic to conscious and deliberate in order to bridge the gaps between audience and briefers. Important gaps to resolve are: Institutional and Personal Objectives, Perspectives, �Values, Anxieties, Resources, and ConstraintsLevels of Immersion Expertise
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first part of this presentation was about pulling back from the briefing experience to enhance your perspective-taking about the components of the brief.  Now let’s talk about what to present by leveraging how you see the briefing components and participants. You might think that it’s not possible to provide any guidance about what to say when the content, context, and participants for each briefing are so variable. While it’s true that I can’t suggest what to say when I don’t even know the topic of your briefing, what I can do is share strategies that will enable you to generate effective briefing content. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple, yet powerful, strategy for developing a presentation that consistently hits the mark in terms of what to say is the strategy of breaking down the briefing into its major components. Some of those components are obvious, some are not.  Let’s consider our first example where we hypothesized a scenario about Spock, who delivered an overly-long and detailed presentation. This hypothetical presentation created instead of resolving problems. If, instead, Spock had teased apart each of the presentation components, examining them separately, and then using concrete language to develop profiles for them, he would most likely have exposed gaps and differences in perspectives that would have enabled him to deliver a presentation that fulfilled his identified objectives and not his emotion-driven objectives.   So let’s get to those presentation components. When we pull back from the briefing experience, we can see that the knowledge and perspective gaps that open up between audiences and presenters extend in both directions. First, audiences may or may not recognize what they’re reacting to or why.  Second, briefers may not recognize what they’re reacting to or why.  Gaps and perspectives also impact the project and the communication mechanism: the briefing, itself. Recommendation. For this reason, before developing your presentation, take some time to consider and map out concrete profiles not just for your audience, and your briefing team, but also for:your project, and your briefing. Let’s move on to my take-away slides to see what this looks like. 
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TAKE AWAY 1 OF 3.
AUDIENCE AND BRIEFER PROFILES. Gaps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First let’s consider the gaps between audience and briefers. Gaps. audiences and presenters may have different levels or kinds of disciplinary knowledge leading to different levels of understanding about the terms, concepts, processes, and context for the project. Questions that help you to identify these gaps include:What disciplinary knowledge does each participant bring to the presentation? Where are the gaps that open up because of their knowledge and training?Example. Let’s consider the Spock example. You and Spock and the rest of your team are computer scientists and software engineers and your project is focused on developing a software capability. Remember, your sponsor has a liberal arts background. They have no training in software development. These differences between your team and your sponsor open up gaps between you in each of these categories: terms, concepts, processes, and probably a considerable amount of context, too.
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TAKE AWAY 2 OF 3.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s consider perspectives. Perspectives. Audiences and briefers have inherently different relationships with project objectives, components, practices, resources, and constraints. What are those differences?Example. Going back to the Spock example: your sponsor has a surface-level understanding of the software capability you and your team are developing. That understanding grounds their perspectives and expectations for the software capability. They may envision the capability to function much like an iphone app. They may not have not communicated this vision to you; it may be an unspoken assumption. That your sponsor has unspoken assumptions is not an anomaly: briefings are full of unspoken assumptions. Regarding this particular unspoken assumption: you may not be aware of the extent to which your sponsor expects an iphone-like app. You and your sponsor have different assumptions about the project that drive different perspectives. These assumptions and perspectives need to be exposed and resolved. Breaking down the presentation into its components and analyzing them is a reliable strategy for getting to that resolution. 
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TAKE AWAY 3 OF 3.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, let’s look at the Brief and Project components of this experience.The audience and briefers are participating in the briefing for different reasons that affect what they bring to the briefing and what they expect to take away from it. Take a look at the brief itself and break it down with questions designed to analyze participant motivations and expectations, such as:Why Are They Participating?What Values/Anxieties Affect Their Perspectives?What Take-aways Do They Want?What Take-aways Do They Need? Next, the audience and briefers are participating in the project for different reasons that affect what they bring to the project and what they expect to take away from it. Consider the project as something that is separate and distinct from each of the other briefing elements we have considered and ask questions such as: What Do The Participants Know About It?What’s the Extent of Their Immersion?How Do They Feel About It?What Expertise Do They Bring?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point in the presentation, we’ve covered how to see the briefing and what to say about it, now let’s turn to how to say it. This how-to-say-it section is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the over-arching presentation delivery structure, and the second focuses on key structural components.
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HOW TO SAY IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the over-arching structure, I’m going to share a real-life example that reverses the identities of the presenters and audience. Instead of ARL briefing a Navy sponsor, it was the Navy that briefed representatives from various organizations, including ARL. This example is useful for its illustration of an important and highly effective strategy for briefing an audience whose knowledge and experiences are very different from those of the briefing team.Here is my example: In 2019 I had the privilege of participating in a scientists to sea experience. The scientists to sea program is a well-established Office of Naval Research program. Through this program, academics and researchers visit Navy facilities – often ships and submarines – and participate in briefings. These briefings are designed and presented by Navy personnel, and they focus on Navy challenges. ONR’s recent Task Force Ocean initiative leveraged the scientists to sea program for intensifying and expanding stakeholder collaborations. I was part of one of the first scientists to sea cohorts under this new program. We were a small group of academics from several different universities and research centers. We visited Groton, Connecticut to participate in a tour of an in-port submarine and listen to presentations focusing on submarine acoustics challenges. The presenters were sailors with applied acoustics expertise. Except for me, the audience was comprised of engineering professors who had academic expertise in acoustics. In other words, both presenters and audience had expertise in the same subject area, but very different experiences with that subject. The presenters had extensive real-world application experience, and the professors had considerable theoretical expertise and they also had application experience insofar as they had led projects focusing on developing acoustics research and technologies. Despite these points of connection, the discussion very quickly exposed significant gaps and divergent perspectives in the two groups’ understanding and experiences of acoustics.Fortunately for everyone, the lead presenter was a former submariner who had moved on to a research institute. He had a foot in each world – the practical applications world and the theoretical knowledge world. Additionally, he had exceptional communication skills.  The room was filled with talented people – presenters and audience – but without the lead presenter’s implementation of a specific communication strategy, the experience would not have been successful. What we had were two groups of people who had enthusiasm, expertise, and communication capabilities that work well for discussions within their communities that use the same technical words, speak with the same workplace-trained cadences, and tell stories that assume common knowledge and perspectives. That’s not enough to bridge gaps when you’re having an in-depth conversation about technical subjects with people who belong to a different professional community.  The Bottom line is the team of presenters used a briefing slide deck that was not fully accessible to the audience. While the audience understood some slides in full or in part, they didn’t understand a significant portion of the presentation. Some of the presenters either did not recognize that they were not connecting to their audience, or else they did not know how to close the gap. It was the lead presenter who took on the role of closing many of the gaps. How did he do that? The answer is that he used a briefing strategy that many, if not all, of you have leveraged in your briefings. He used well-chosen examples. Example is another word for story. In other words, he told stories that his audience could understand.  Stories are a powerful way to resolve gaps and differences in perspective. Our brains actually prefer information that is organized as stories. Packaging information within a story tends to increase how easily we comprehend it (Dahlstrom 13615). Further, we remember information better when it is delivered in a story format. All of these reasons and more are why two people who have different levels of expertise and understanding about a subject can communicate effectively, even if the subject is complex, challenging, and well understood by only one of the participants. That said, telling examples or stories to resolve confusion as the scientists to sea presenter did is good; preventing confusion from happening in the first place is better. For this reason, I recommend thinking through your examples at the stage of briefing development that occurs after you analyze the briefing components and begin leveraging that analysis to start developing your slides. Start by identifying stories to tell. First ask what gaps and diverse perspectives need to be bridged between you and your audience, and then select the stories that help you to fill in the gaps and bridge perspectives. Some briefers supplement their presentation discussion with examples. Other briefers use examples as a central feature. When you need to do more intensive bridge building to create connections between you and your audience, you’ll find that using examples as a central feature accomplishes that outcome for you. 
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DON’T Make Your Audience Work Hard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each time you refer to the example, provide sufficient information about that example so that your audience doesn’t have to search their memories to recall what you said previously. Don’t recapitulate the full description, just those details that are necessary for them to understand your points. The key here is to anticipate what information your audience needs, and give them that information using language they understand.  Don’t make your audience work hard, is the bottom line.
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HOW TO SAY IT: STEPHEN KRASHEN’S AFFECTIVE FILTER HYPOTHESIS

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout this presentation, I have referred repeatedly to the subject of what affects the briefing participants’ ability to understand and care about the briefing subject. I’ve talked about emotions and their role in affecting how receptive your audience is to the information you’re communicating to them. As briefers, we all use strategies for enhancing our audience’s receptivity to our message. Our goal is to make them feel as comfortable as possible. Briefers share many different tips about designing effective slides, for instance. Don’t use too many words on each slide, is a popular tip. For presentation delivery: don’t talk too fast, is another popular tip. These tips are good advice. They work because they help your audience to feel more comfortable with your message.Now I’m going to talk to you about a powerful, commonsense theory for understanding why it’s important to develop your presentation to enhance your audience’s ability to understand and feel comfortable with what you’re saying and how you’re delivering it. Stephen Krashen, an influential leader in language acquisition research, provides us with this theory, and with strategies for achieving optimal presentation outcomes. Krashen developed the Affective Filter Hypothesis. It’s very simple. Take a look at the screens depicted in this slide. Notice how the screens do what they’re supposed to do: they screen out sunlight. The screen on the left blocks out much more sunlight than the screen on the right. The reason why is that the screen on the left is denser than the screen on the right.Now we’re going to apply this idea to what happens when you take in information or don’t take in information – as the case may be. In every scenario where you are exposed to information, your emotions function like a screen that allows some information to reach you, and filters out the rest of the information. When you are feeling uncomfortable emotions, such as stress, anxiety, or embarrassment, those emotions act like a filter or screens that blocks some or a lot of information from your ability to acquire or comprehend it. When you are feeling safe, self-confident, and interested in the subject being discussed, you acquire or understand information more effectively. When we talk about the affective filter hypothesis, we talk about lowering the affective filter to enhance the audience’s ability to understand information, to allow information to flow freely.Krashen’s theory helps us as presenters to gain perspective on the factors that can either enhance or undermine audience receptivity. His theory helps us to identify the goal of lowering the affective filter as much as possible as an important briefing goal. There is an extensive list of great strategies you can implement to lower your audience’s affective filter. I’m going to get to that list, but first I’m going to start with what not to do. It has to do with messiness. As someone who has expertise in a particular discipline, you see the order in your project examples or stories, your processes, your formulas, and your diagrams. Even when the project is under development, and it’s not a neat picture, you have an understanding about where the order is underneath the disorder of development. That’s not necessarily the experience of your audience. Your order may very well be their mess. When you talk about a project or you look at images or written descriptions of the project, you see a kind of order or potential order. Your audience brings different disciplinary lenses to the talk, the images, the written descriptions, and because of those different lenses, they may see mess. And people generally experience mess as anywhere from a little to a lot stressful. It causes them to feel uncomfortable. And if they’re feeling uncomfortable or stressed, those emotions function to inhibit - a little or a lot - their ability to take in and understand information. Dealing with the effects of stress is hard work. Instead of focusing on the good points that you’re making, they’re diverting time and energy to resolving the effects of stress. Don’t do that to them. Don’t do that to yourself.
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HOW TO SAY IT: TAKE AWAY 1 OF 3

DON’T • Present Mess. 

DO • Present Order. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In short:Don’t present mess. Do present order. What order looks like depends on perspective. What are the perspectives of your audience? What are they comfortable with? 
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HOW TO SAY IT: TAKE AWAY 2 OF 3.
IF IT DOESN’T WORK, LET IT GO!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of us have developed slides or portions of slides that are clever and informative and impressive and not a good fit for our message because they force our audiences to work hard to understand them. It’s difficult to let go of good content, but if that content doesn’t make connections to what and how your audience understands, that’s what you need to do. Let it go.
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HOW TO SAY IT: TAKE AWAY 3 OF 3. GRANULAR LIST

Element Description
Font Sans-serif
Bold Yes, but Don’t Over-do It
Italics Probably Not
Punctuation Minimize. Avoid Parentheses
Color Generally Neutral
Images Limited, Pleasant-Neutral
Humor Maybe
Overall Look Minimize Details: They Can Look Like Clutter.

Emphasize Order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you put in your briefing? Let’s conclude this section with a granular list emphasizing do’s and including some don’t’s. To present your audience with order and not mess, focus on what’s familiar and harmonious. For many government sponsors, familiar font is sans-serif. Bold makes words stand out on a slide, but don’t over-do it. Too many bolded words can be overpowering. Avoid italics, which is less easy to read than un-italicized words. Minimize clutter with sparing use of words, images, and punctuation. Regarding punctuation, you can see that I specifically recommend avoiding parentheses. The reason is that parentheses are often used to set information apart from the rest of the text because there’s some sense of doubt or uncertainty about the information bracketed by the parentheses. That subtle communication of uncertainty can be a contributing factor in undermining your connection with your audience. Like my students reacting to the Florence Nightingale image, your audience may not realize what’s causing their discomfort, and they may locate the reason for their discomfort in another element of the briefing, such as its content. Wherever possible, find an alternative way to communicate parenthetical meanings. Additionally, emphasize neutral colors. As you see in my presentation, I steer clear of a lot of bright colors. I use a few here and there for emphasis. And the topic of my presentation gives me a little more latitude here. Also, pleasantly serious is a reliably safe approach. Humor is generally recommended for lowering the affective filter, but it’s always a good idea to navigate humor carefully. Here, again, my presentation’s topic gives me some latitude to humorously display an image associated with an inspiring Disney song for young children to my professional audience of adults at the end of the slide deck, once I’ve established my connection with you through the content I’ve delivered throughout this presentation. Next, minimize details. Too many details can appear messy. My original slide deck had many more images and words. I eliminated a fair amount of original content because the details were more messy than helpful. Lastly, emphasize order. I organized this presentation to include signposts in the form of section slides before each section, and take-away slides at the end of each section. I followed my own advice, thought through the questions that my examples and discussion might prompt in my audience, and revised my presentation to prepare you in advance for any points of potential confusion. 



SO WHAT?: CONCLUDING IT
What’s the Challenge?
 How to See It
What to Say About It
 How to Say It
 So What?: Concluding It
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we come to our conclusion. What do all of the take-aways look like as a single slide?
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So What?: Concluding It

WRITE: 
Analysis of 
Audience, 
Briefers, 
Brief, Project

STEP 1

WRITE: 
Presentation 
Outline + 
Examples

STEP 2 STEP 3

WRITE: 
Briefing 
Slides

STEP 4

EXTERNAL 
REVIEWER: 
Perspectives, 
Identify Gaps

ITERATE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the high-level consolidated view of my recommendations: start out by analyzing each of the presentation components, then develop a presentation outline alongside your briefing slides. Often by mapping out what you’re going to say along with what you’re going to show with your slides, you end up identifying gaps in either the verbal or slide portions of your briefing that you wouldn’t otherwise see. Lastly, my strong recommendation is that you involve an external reviewer – someone who has sufficient clearance and – ideally, someone who has perspectives and knowledge that’s similar to your target audience and who’s going to be candid with you about opportunities for improvement. Don’t just email your slides to them, present your slides to them as if they were your target audience, and punctuate your presentation with discussion about it. Have a conversation with them. Ask them questions. Invite them to ask questions, make comments. 
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Thank you for joining me today. 

I welcome your questions and 
comments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end, what will serve you is keeping in mind that you and your audience are looking at the same project and seeing different things. Let’s consider these two images that I showed you on my cover slide. They’re pictures taken of the same view. One picture is of Great Falls Park on a stormy day, and the other is of the park on a sunny day. You may be looking at your project and seeing the equivalent of one of these images. Your audience may be seeing the other image. You develop an effective briefing when you pull back from it and examine the way you understand and your audience understands, and you also examine the mechanisms of the project and the briefing that you are using to communicate with each other. You develop an effective briefing when you take concrete steps to adjust your successful and often automatic everyday communication strategies to consciously and strategically implement them. Thank you for taking the time to join me today. I welcome your questions and comments.
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